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IT’S ALL ABOUT SLEEP OR IS IT ?
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available to everyone ! In his excellent
book “Rest” Author Alex Soojung-Kim
Pang makes a compelling case for rest
by drawing on science and historical
figures to show that when we take rest
more seriously we are in fact more
productive, creative and lead more
fulfilling lives.

Nidra of course
means sleep in Sanskrit and yoga nidra
purists will say that
you should stay
awake during the
meditation to get
the most benefits.
I would say that if
you need to sleep
you should do so
– always listening
first to your body.
If however you are
able to stay awake
and rest then that
will more than likely have a beneficial
impact on your
sleep later.
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s it just me or has the world shifted
to a preoccupation with getting
more sleep or achieving better sleep?
Every Sunday newspaper supplement
seems to herald yet another miracle
sleep programme.
The Economist recently sated how
the sleep industry was valued at a
staggering $51 billion in 2014 and is
set to increase to $81 billion by 2020.
Certainly you can buy just about
anything to aid your sleep these days
ranging from specialised pillows,
mattresses, sleep masks, sleep clothing
and even a sleep robot ( mimicking
your breathing ) - as well as sleep
supplements, drinks and the range
of strategies offered by sleep coaches,
scientists and experts.
Sleep tech is also expanding with
a range of wearables from rings to
watches and from beds to sensors that
all provide data which may enhance
your understanding of how you sleep.

It could be though, that the key to
better sleep could also be facilitated
by AI – and by this I mean Ancient
Intelligence not Artificial Intelligence!
Yoga nidra has been around
for hundreds of years and we see
references to it in Indian texts, as
far back as the 12th century. It is a
meditative practice where you are
guided into a state of deep relaxation .
For those in the know, the practice has
a clever structure which relaxes
the body, quietens the mind and
takes advantage of the state in
between sleeping and waking. So
first and foremost it is a technique
of relaxation and rest.
In a world where we are
increasingly overwhelmed and overstimulated the value of doing nothing
or resting becomes more and more
significant. Tension within us can
exist on many different levels such as
muscular - where the body itself is
tense and tight, on emotional levels where we become too reactive - and on
mental levels too where we cannot stop
the incessant flow of thoughts.
Sleep itself cannot necessarily
reduce all this tension, although no
doubt it helps. And of course many
sleep experts tell you how you run
your day is intrinsically linked to how
well you sleep at night – meaning quite
simply that breaks/relaxation sessions
or rest during the day can have a
significant impact on the quality of
your sleep.
Yoga nidra is an excellent way of
taking rest during today. Fortunately
we see the word rest now creeping
more into our vocabulary, but
rediscovering the importance of rest
necessitates perhaps rejecting the
jaundiced modern opinion that the
work has to be the only measure of our
value and overwork is to be admired
and celebrated – with complete
burnout and exhaustion the price that
has to be paid for success !!
The problem sometimes is that
the technologies that promised to
make our lives more flexible instead
can chain us to work and create
the expectation that we are always
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The better rested you are
then the more likely you are
to sleep better. However the
simple act of doing nothing
except listening and lying
still is a challenge to some
people and nothingness or
what the Daoists call the
art of being not doing has
been described as the great
cultural bogeyman ! Instead
we can spend most of our
times chasing stimulation
and seeking distraction.
And the Wellness Industry
can at times be to blame
here offering quick fixes
or hacks to get the perfect
physique, happiness or
spirituality .
It is quite commonplace
knowledge now that
yoga nidra affects the
central nervous system by
shifting the body from the
sympathetic nervous system
– fight or flight - to the
parasympathetic nervous
system – rest and digest.
(In Yoga we explain this
by reference to three main
energy channels or nadis –
Ida, Pingala and Sushuma ).
What is perhaps less well
known about is the Default
Mode Network of the brain.
Scientific studies in the
Washington University in
the 1990’s showed that the
brain switches to a default
mode network (DMN)
when resting. As they have
explored further scientists
discovered that DMN and
resting state are doing
important work – activating
different regions of the brain
and switching from outward
focused cognition to inward
– focussed cognition. Put
simply when you rest, then
behind the scenes your
brain may be looking for
solutions to problems – you
are just not aware of it !
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And finally what about yoga
nidra as a tool for creativity too ?
Writers and artists have long known
about the altered states between
waking and dreaming. Scientists call
the moments between consciousness
and sleep the hypnagogic state
and some creatives have somehow
manged to linger here. Edgar Allen
Poe famously claimed that some
of his writings were enhanced by
staying on the edge of a nap.
Science Fiction writer William
Gibson too speaks about the
state immediately adjacent to
sleep. However perhaps the best
proponent of accessing this space
for creativity is Salvador Dali – who
actually wrote about a technique
for helping him to fall asleep for a
few moments and then to wake.

So the message is
clear. Whether your
motivation is sleep,
rest or creativity
yoga nidra can
certainly help you !

BREATHING
FOR SLEEP

– Whether you have
difficulty dropping off
or you find yourself
awake this technique
using AI (Ancient
Intelligence !!) is very
powerful. Breath is
the conversation
between mind and
body and this form of
abdominal breathing
combines wonderfully
with a simple
visualization exercise.

Get comfortable
lying down and
shut your eyes
Start by placing
your right hand on
your navel
Breathe in just
through your nose
and count to four
- feeling just the
belly rise
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As you breathe
in imagine the tide
rolling in gently
on your favourite
beach
Now breathe
out for four also
through your
nose and feel the
belly empty
As you breathe out
imagine the tide
drawing back out
Repeat a few times
until you start to
drift off….
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